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Hi, we’re
Focused on the education sector and 

founded in Norway in 2015

Make education life easier 

We connect lecturers, teachers, 

students, collaboration and technology 

in a way that has never been done 

before

HQ in Norway + USA, UK and Sweden

Serving customers Worldwide



Introduction & Agenda

A complete solution for your school life
We connect teachers, students, collaboration and technology in a way that has never been done 

before

Moodle and Microsoft 

partnerships

Teach anything to 

anyone from anywhere

Become superstars 

in your fields



How do we empower educators, so they get 

the recognition they deserve?

Hassle-free collaboration 

with students

Support from a 

trusted Microsoft & 

Moodle partner

Grow with an 

innovative

solution

One solution covering 

all your needs

Be at the forefront 

of your industry



Moodle Learning Teams Collaboration Office365 Productivity

Single sign-on

Users will be 

automatically logged in 

to Moodle - no need for 

multiple log-ins and 

remembering yet another 

username+password

Collaboration

Calls, video, chat, 

OneDrive, Calendar are 

only one click away for 

easy access 

One workspace

All relevant information 

from a Moodle course 

(topics, assignments etc.)

is fetched and shown in 

the corresponding Team 

Be in control

A strong management 

tool allows for only 

approved admins to 

manage courses in 

Teams



“Just when we needed an answer to teaching and learning online most, Skooler provided the solution. An integration between 

Microsoft Teams and Moodle. While Teams offers amazing opportunities for live teaching and Office 365 functionality, we did not 

want to lose the pedagogically focused Moodle platform and the control, reporting and customisation it brings. Why choose between 

them when you can have both?

As an early adopter, we have had the privilege of working directly with Skooler. Their knowledge and understanding of the needs of 

educators has brought two immensely powerful platforms together. 

So easy and intuitive to use, the Skooler integration gives you the best of both worlds without having to compromise. As a result, our 

VLE and integrated software can function in harmony with Teams, rather than feel separate. 

With Skooler, you don't have to choose between platforms. Instead, you can bring both together for a feature rich and seemless

experience. With Skooler, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts”……………………Leeds Trinity, UK.



We integrate two leading platforms into one view

Install



Easy to follow step-by-step setup process



See your setup progress and manage Admins



We match users – don’t modify them



After successful installation: Batch team creator



Batch team creator: Link existing and create new



Single sign-on with OpenID Connect support



Your Moodle content is presented in Teams



Find your Moodle courses and add them to Teams



See your courses’ content (topics, tests etc.)



Access course from a tab: Mathematics 101



Add and customize tabs for easy access
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